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Rearrange the following sentences (A),(B),(C), (D), (E), (F) and (G) in the proper sequence to 

form a meaningful paragraph, then answer the questions given below them. 

(A) Airtel’s joint venture with Kotak Mahindra Bank has launched its operations in Rajasthan, to 
begin with. 

(B) India’s banking has taken a bold step towards meaningful financial inclusion, with the first of 

the entities to receive a payment bank licence kicking off operations.  

(C) Double up as banking agents as well, performing cash-in and cash-out functions at thousands 

of locations in each state.  

(D) While this is welcome, the fact is that the country’s electronic banking infrastructure has built 
up capacity that is sadly under-utilised. 

(E) The advantage such licensees have over regular banks is the ready network of existing 

retailers who can easily 

(F) An active phone linked to the bank account can transfer money to another bank account, 

using what NPCI calls Immediate Payment Service, or IMPS. 

(G) Thanks to the National Payments Corporation of India’s National Unified USSD Platform, 
anyone with a bank account and 

 

Q.1. Which of the following is the LAST sentence after rearrangement? 

1- E   2- A   3- C    4- B     5- F 

Q.2. Which of the following is the THIRD sentence after rearrangement? 

1- E   2- B   3- A    4- C     5- D 

Q.3. Which of the following is the FIFTH sentence after rearrangement? 

1- E   2- B   3- A    4- D    5- C 

Q.4. Which of the following is the SECOND sentence after rearrangement? 

1- E   2- B   3- A     4- C   5- D 

Q.5. Which of the following is the SIXTH sentence after rearrangement? 

1- E   2- B    3- A    4- G   5- D 

The correct sequence is BAECDGF and the passage is based on Don’t underestimate e-banking 
capacity. 

ANSWERS:                                   Q.1 (5),Q.2 (1),Q.3 (4),Q.4 (3),Q.5 (4)  

 

 

 


